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Close Reading Strategy
Survey the Textual Landscape
What jumps out at you when you look at what you’re reading? In science texts, there is 
often a lot going on. Before you read, look at the text and ask yourself what you think 
the text is mostly about. Then go back and read the text closely to confi rm or revise your 
fi rst impression of what the central idea of the text is.

Example
Take a look at the page that begins with a fi gure titled Ways an Object Can Accelerate in 
the lesson Speed and Velocity. 

There are three different pictures of cars in motion. The arrows in each picture are 
related to the speed (or velocity) of the cars.

It’s also clear from the font size of the headings for the three paragraphs that changing 
direction is different—more important or more complex—from speeding up or slowing 
down. 

Returning to the pictures confi rms this idea. The arrows are orientated differently, and 
there are even arrows pointing in a different direction entirely from the direction the 
car is travelling. 

So the central idea could be similarities and differences between going straight and 
turning.

Take-away Point Paying attention to how the text is put together often provides 
clues to the overall point being made. Looking at the text before you read and forming 
an idea about what the text might be about can help direct your reading and make 
understanding the text easier.

Tennessee Academic Standards for Science covered in this chapter:

8.PS2(3) Create a demonstration of an object in motion and 
describe the position, force, and direction of the object.
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             Describing Motion 
Lesson 1 

Before You Read  
1. disagree  
2. agree  

Read to Learn 
1. Possible answers: I am 2 m to the right of the door. I am 3 km 

northeast of my friend’s house. Students should include a 
distance, a direction, and a reference point.  

2.  The farther reference point has the longer arrow.  
3. An object’s position is its distance in a certain direction from 

a reference point.  
4. The museum is 120 m east of the library.  
5. Possible answers: up, down, left, right, forward, backward   
6. Your house is one block south and one block west of the 

library.  
7. First, choose a reference point. Next, give specific reference 

directions. Then state the distance along each reference 
direction.  

8. The boat is moving away from the buoy.  
9. The distance an object moves is the actual length of its path. 

Its displacement is the difference between the object’s initial 
position and its final position.  

10. Distance: 270 ft; Displacement: 90 ft  

After You Read  
1. A description of any object’s position requires a reference 

point, a direction, and a distance. Students’ descriptions will 
vary but should include these three elements. 

2. Students should write mall on the blank 2 blocks east of the 
theater. They should write park on the blank 3 blocks west of 
the theater. Students should circle both locations. 

3. Students should explain how their outlines helped them 
understand position and motion. 
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 What are some ways to describe motion?

Describing Motion

Name   Date 

Describing Motion 21

Before You Read
Before you read the chapter, think about what you know about motion. Record your thoughts in the first 
column. Pair with a partner, and discuss his or her thoughts. Write those thoughts in the second column. 
Then record what you both would like to share with the class in the third column.

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3

NEW
reference point

position

motion

displacement

ACADEMIC
specify

REVIEW
dimension

NEW 
speed 

constant speed

instantaneous speed

average speed

velocity

NEW 
acceleration

average acceleration

Chapter Vocabulary

Think Pair Share

A Lesson Content Vocabulary page for each lesson is provided in the Chapter Resources Files.
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Scan Lesson 1. Read the lesson titles and bold words. Look at the pictures. Identify three facts that 
you discovered about position and motion. Write your facts in your Science Journal.

Position and MotionLesson 1

Explain how a reference point is used to describe position.

Reference 

point

and Position

Identify what must change if the reference point is changed.

When a reference point is changed, the description of the 

 and the  to the object also must be 
changed.

Find each building’s reference direction and distance. West is the 
specified reference direction.  Then use a reference point and the 
distance to give directions from the post office to the mall. 

Mall

10 km

 Coffee shop Library Post

office

W E

Reference 

Direction

Distance 

(km)

Mall to post office

Library to coffee shop

Mall to library

Post office to coffee 

shop
 

Directions: 

 

 

  

Describing Position 

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

39

40

41

direction

distance

direction distance

negative

positive

negative

positive

60 km

10 km

40 km

30 km

Travel west 60 km past the library and/or the 

coffee shop.
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Lesson 1 | Position and Motion (continued)

Describing Position 

in Two Dimensions

I found this on page 
 .

Describing Changes 

in Position

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

  You are riding on a wagon. If you use the wagon as a reference point, are you 
moving? How do you know the wagon is moving?

 

 

 

 

Sequence the steps in describing position in two 
dimensions.

1  Choose a .

2  Specify two .

3   Determine  from the reference 

point along each .

Define motion, and explain how to determine whether motion has 
occurred.

Motion is .

To tell whether an object is in motion, 

.

Differentiate distance and displacement.

Measurements of an Object’s Motion

Distance: Displacement:

41

41

41

 reference point

reference directions

distance

reference direction

the process of changing position

compare the object’s

position with that of a reference point. If the distance between 

the object and the reference point changes, motion has 

occurred

total length of a path 

an object follows

the difference 

between the initial 

position and the final 

position of an object

Accept all reasonable responses. Sample answer: If the wagon is the reference point, you 

are not moving because your position relative to the wagon remains constant. You can tell 

that the wagon is in motion because the distance between the wagon and other objects in 

the environment changes.
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4. disagree  

Read to Learn 
1. the measure of the distance an object travels in a unit of time  
2. 65 km/h  
3. The distance would decrease.  
4.  250 m ÷ 50 s = 5 m/s  
5. about 1.3 km  
6. as a straight line  
7. by dividing the distance the object traveled by the total time it 

took to travel that distance  
8. Average speed is the same. 
9. Students should highlight the horizontal portion of the graph 

from 3 to 5 min.  
10.  Velocity changes when speed changes, direction changes, or 

speed and direction change.  
11.  No; speed is the same in some places and direction is the 

same in some places, but there are no places where speed and 
direction are the same.  

After You Read  
1. Possible answer: Two dogs are running 10 m/s but in different 

directions. 
2. (a) 200 km; (b) 20 s; (c) 200 ÷ 20; (d) 10 km/s 
3. Answers will vary. Students should provide a correct answer 

for the question they pose. 
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Lesson 2 

Before You Read  
3. disagree  
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Predict three facts that will be discussed in Lesson 2 after reading the headings. Write your facts in 
your Science Journal.

Lesson 2 Speed and Velocity

Define speed, and tell how it is determined.

Definition: 

 

How speed is determined: 

 

Determine the speed of each event. Draw a line to the reasonable 
measurement of speed for that event.

person walking 245 m/s

car on highway 6.4 km/h

airplane flying 60–100 km/h

Examine constant speed, changing speed, and instantaneous 
speed. 

Speed Description

Constant

Changing

Instantaneous

Write the equation for calculating average speed. 

average
speed (in m/s) = or  v = 

d

t

 (in m)

 (in s)

Determine the speeds in the following scenario.

John drives 50 km/h for one hour and 100 km/h for one hour.

 instantaneous speed each hour: 

 

average speed for the two hours: 

 What is speed?

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

47

47

48

49

49

 Speed is a measure of the distance an object 

travels per unit of time.

 divide distance traveled by the time 

it takes to travel that distance

the rate of change of position in which the 

same distance is traveled each second

the distance traveled is different each 

second

speed at a specific instant in time

total distance

total time

 50 km/h for the first hour and 

100 km/h for the second hour

75 km/h
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Lesson 2 | Speed and Velocity (continued)

I found this on page 
 .

Distance-Time Graphs

 I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

KEY

 girl

 boy

 

Interpret the distance-time graph to tell what happened in the ra ce 
to the swing .

The boy and girl start from the school door. When the 

reaches the swing, the  is 30 m from the school door.

Sequence the 5 steps used to calculate average speed of an 
object on a distance-time graph.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Calculate the average speed of the runner between seconds 
4 and 6 using the  five steps.

Step 1 . 

Step 2.  

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Step 5. 

What is the runner’s average speed? 

50

49

50

girl

boy

Choose one point on the line.

Choose a second point on the line.

Find the time difference of the points.

Find the distance difference of the points.

 Divide difference in distance by difference in time.

4,60

6,80

Difference in time: 6s – 4 s = 2 s

Allow students to use 

calculators to find the 

average speed.

Difference in distance: 80 m – 60 m = 20 m

Divide 20 by 2 = 10 m/s

10 m/s
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Lesson 2 | Speed and Velocity (continued)

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

Velocity

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

  Explain how motion can be described using a distance-time graph.

 

 

  

 

Identify 3 motions that can be shown on distance-time graphs.

1. 

2. 

3.  

Calculate the average speed of the marble.

Starting point:  Ending point: 

Change in distance:  Change in time: 

Average speed of the marble:  

Define velocity.

velocity: 

Explain how velo city can change.

Velocity

changes when

51

51

52

52

slowing down

stopping

speeding up

Students can also list 

average speed.

0,0 10,40

40 m 10 s

40 m ÷ 10 s = 4 m/s

the speed and direction of motion

direction changes.

both speed and direction change.

Sample answer: A distance-time graph shows how the speed of an object changes with 

time. A distance-time graph can also show when an object slows down, stops,

or speeds up. 

speed changes.
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Lesson 3 

Before You Read  
5. disagree  
6. agree  

Read to Learn 
1. a measure of how much the velocity of an object changes in a 

unit of time  
2. The acceleration arrow would be longer.  
3. speeding up, slowing down, or changing direction 
4. 39.2 m/s ÷ 4.0 s = 9.8 m/s2  
5. While at rest, an object is moving at a speed of 0 over time, 

resulting in a horizontal line.  
6. because the line is horizontal, indicating that the speed didn’t 

change over time  

Describing Motion 28 

7. A speed-time graph shows the relationship between speed and 
time. A horizontal line at y = 0 indicates an object at rest. A 
horizontal line at any other y value indicates an object moving 
at a constant speed. A line sloping upward indicates 
increasing speed. A line sloping downward indicates 
decreasing speed.  

8. Students should circle the point on each graph where y = 0.  
9. Neither graph shows a change of direction.  

After You Read  
1. A strong answer will describe acceleration as increasing when 

the roller coaster speeds up, slows down, or changes direction.  
2. (a) C; (b) B; (c) A 
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Lesson 3 Acceleration

Skim Lesson 3 in your book. Read the headings, and look at the photos and illustrations. Identify 
three things you want to learn more about as you read the lesson. Write your ideas in your Science 
Journal.
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Define acceleration.

acceleration: 

 

Identify 3 ways that an object can a ccelerate.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Describe the acceleration of a car in each situation.

Description

Leaving an 

intersection

Approaching an 

intersection

Draw arrows to show the direction of velocity and acceleration as the 
toy car moves along the track. Use one color to show velocity and 
another color to show acceleration.

Acceleration—Changes 

in Velocity 

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

KEY

      acceleration

      velocity 

 

57

58

58

58

 a measure of the change in velocity during a 

period of time

slow down

speed up

change direction

Acceleration increases in the same 

direction as that in which the car is 

moving.

Acceleration increases in the opposite 

direction from that in which the car is 

moving.
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Calculating Acceleration

I found this on page 
 .

Define average acceleration, and complete the equation for 
calculating it.

average acceleration: 

Average Acceleration Equation:

a = 
–

Identify each variable in the equation.

average acceleration:  final speed: 

initial speed:  t: 

Solve for average acceleration.

A rocket accelerates from 0 to 20 km/s. Five seconds after reaching 
20 km/s, the rocket is traveling at 280 km/s. What is the average 
acceleration of the rocket?

initial speed: 

final speed: 

total time: 

a = 

What is the average acceleration of the rocket? 

Determine the direction of motion of two objects.

Time (s) Average 

Acceleration 

(m/s)

Time (s) Average 

Acceleration 

(m/s)

0 0 0 0

1 –2 1 2

2 –4 2 4

3 –6 3 6

4 –8 4 8

Direction of motion: Direction of motion: 

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

59

59

59

59

 a change in velocity during a time 

interval divided by the time interval during which the velocity 

changes

a

vi

vf

time

 20 km/s

 280 km/s

 5 seconds

280 km/s – 20 km/s = 260 km/s

5 s

5 2 km/s

negative positive

vf vi

t
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Speed-Time Graphs

I found this on page 
 .

I found this on page 
 .

Summarizing Motion

I found this on page 
 .

  Draw a graph to show a car that starts 
from rest, accelerates to 35 km/h in 20 seconds, travels at 
a constant speed for 20 seconds, slows to a stop in 10 
seconds, and remains at rest for 20 seconds. Label 
acceleration during each time period.

 SET 1 SET 2 SET 3

Explain what a speed-time graph indicates about an object’s 
motion.

 

 Describe the motion represented by each set of graphs. 

 SET 1.  

SET 2.  

SET 3. 

Summarize five ways motion can be described.

1.  4. 

2.  5. 

3. 

59

60

61

how speed changes over time

The object is at rest.

The object is moving at a constant speed. 

position velocity

Sample answers are 

shown.

The object is speeding up.

average speed acceleration

instantaneous speed
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Chapter Wrap-Up
Now that you have read the chapter, think about what you have learned. 

Use this checklist to help you study.

  Complete your Foldables® Chapter Project.

  Study your Science Notebook on this chapter.

  Study the definitions of vocabulary words.

  Reread the chapter, and review the charts, graphs, and illustrations.

  Review the Understanding Key Concepts at the end of each lesson.

  Look over the Chapter Review at the end of the chapter.

   Reread the chapter Big Idea and the lesson Key Concepts. Describe the 
position and motion of a boat that is leaving the dock. Explain how you could use a graph to 
show the boat’s motion. 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

Challenge Some things move so slowly or so quickly that motion is not visible. What events occur so 
slowly that you cannot see the motion happening? What events occur so quickly that you cannot see the 
motion happening? How could you determine that an object has moved, even when you cannot see the 
motion?

Accept all reasonable responses. Sample answer: The reference point is the dock, and the 

direction in which the boat is traveling is away from the dock. I could make a distance-

time graph and use it to calculate the average speed or to calculate the average 

acceleration of the boat.
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